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1.

Introduction
Cornice

1.1

This report is written by Donald Insall Associates as
part of a commission by Cheshire West and Chester
Council. This report is prepared as a ‘sister’ document to
the Northwich Management and Maintenance Guide for
Historic Buildings. It is recommended that the 2 reports
should be read in tandem.

Fascia sign (tilted)
Console

3.1 The following factors are the most fundamental when
considering a change to a shop front:

Fanlight

•

Effect on the Streetscape

•

Effect on the Individual Building(s)

•

Effect on Building Details

Co-ordinating timber
door

1.2

The report covers the town centre but excludes large
scale shopping centres).

Mullion
Pilaster

1.3

The guideline is intended for use by shop owners
and long term tenants when considering changes to their
property. It highlights some less desirable aspects of
existing shop fronts and gives guidance on preferred
solutions but without being prescriptive. Although some
aspects may seem to limit options for individual users, the
intention is to improve the design and appearance, and
therefore, the attractiveness of the town as a shopping
destination.

2.

The benefits of a good Shop Front

1.4

2.1

Good shop fronts will collectively:

In due course, the guidelines will be adopted as a
Supplementary Planning Document and, therefore, will be a
material consideration in determining planning applications.

Set-back door
Tiled area to entrance
Stallriser

Elements of a traditional shop front

•

Improve the overall appearance of the town and
increase people’s enjoyment of shopping there.

•

Attract more shoppers, particularly from other areas in
Cheshire – allowing Northwich to compete with the likes
of Chester and Nantwich

•

Give people a reason to shop in a town, not on-line –
improving local job-prospects.

2.2 A good shop front will say a lot, even without words,
about what the shop sells and what sort of person it wants
to attract.

Donald Insall Associates

3. Fundamental Design
Considerations
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3.2

Effect on the Streetscape: Shop fronts that span
over more than one building should respect the original
building breaks in respect of signage and windows.
Different signs (e.g. in height / position) may be required on
different parts of the shop. This will help maintain the
vertical rhythm of the streetscape. It will not be unduly
prominent and make individual frontages less prominent.

3.3

Effect on the Individual Building(s): A good shop
front will blend in with or contribute to the character of the
building of which it is part and respect those of neighbouring
units, particularly where they are original or of good quality.

3.4

Effect on Building Details: New shop fronts
should not draw attention away from, or block, existing
features (particularly carved timberwork or ornamental
plaster). They should instead be designed to enhance and
draw attention to these features (e.g. by lining up parts of
the frame, using similar colours etc. Owners and builders
should be aware that early features may be concealed and
therefore works should proceed with care to ensure they are
not lost / damaged and where appropriate allow them to be
re-exposed.
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4.

What is Good Design?

6.

4.1 A good design will show understanding for the
special and distinctive characteristics of its surroundings. It
will not necessary attempt to replicate all these qualities, but
appropriate scale and rhythm will inform the design.

6.1

This is one of the cheapest and most effective ways
of improving your shop front or building as a whole:

4.2

Replication of historic details and deigns should be
undertaken with knowledge and understanding of the
construction and intention of the original.

4.3 Good modern design should demonstrate
imagination and will seek to combine contemporary
materials of a similar richness of colour and texture.
Modern design should be undertaken for positive reasons,
not to save money.
4.4

A key factor of good design is quality and durability.
Well-designed shop fronts (if well maintained) will last
physically for decades and will not jar aesthetically if minor
updates are undertaken such as colour or lettering.

4.5

Old pictures should be referred to as guidance, but it
should be understood that there are good and bad
examples from all decades as well as the present day!

Decluttering

5.

•

Think about old wiring, alarm boxes etc that are no
longer needed and remove them. Simplify a colour
scheme

•

Simplify your signage or shop front display – often by
having less in a window or on display will increase the
perception of the quality of the shop. Too many posters
will deter people

Repair Versus Replacement

5.1 When considering whether to repair or replace a
shop front, the following should be considered:
•

The possibility of elements of an earlier shop front
being underneath later fabric – consider opening up
works to check before finalising the design.

•

The likely age of the shop front – this can be checked
against old photographs or discussed with the
conservation officer.

•

The contribution it makes to the streetscape (or would
make if it was returned to good order).

•

The quality of its materials and design.

A display of unattractive boxes adds to street ‘clutter’ and would do little to
attract customers

5.2 It is important to consider the sustainability of
replacing a shop front each time the retail unit changes
hands. A traditional arrangement that can simply be
redecorated makes more efficient use of materials.
5.3

Most all old shop fronts of quality can be repaired,
whatever their apparent condition. Certain vulnerable
elements such as cills or the base of mullions may require
piecing in (a traditional joinery repair), but this will be
considerably cheaper than a good quality replacement and
will last decades if undertaken properly.

Donald Insall Associates
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A highly cluttered shop window and sign with 3 ‘A’ boards on the road
outside. This arrangement does not give a positive perception of quality and
the excess of information lessens the impact of the signage.
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•

People are more likely to enter a shop they can clearly
see into.

•

Rationalise displays outside the shop – only displaying
items that can be made to look attractive e.g. fruit /
vegetables or flowers.

7.3 New shop fronts of a contemporary modern design
may be appropriate but must still reflect the traditional
components so as to not be unduly prominent within the
street scene. It is vital that high quality materials and
detailing are using and that the key essence of
craftsmanship is retained.
7.4 Low-budget materials such as plastic are not
appropriate.

8.
A relatively simple timber framed building with simple details such as
decorative leaded glass. The shop front is centred on the window and uses a
monochrome colour scheme. Timber ornamentation is kept to the pilasters
and stallriser with attractive leaded lights above otherwise unornamented
windows.

A relatively simple shop front with a correspondingly low key colour scheme.
The window is uncluttered and it is easy to see into the shop, making it feel
inviting.

7.

Character of New Shop Fronts

7.1

Good shop fronts can vary significantly in character.

8.1 You may need one or more of the following consents
for changes to a shop front:
•

Planning permission for alterations that materially affect
the appearance of the building.

•

Planning permission for changes to elements with
Article 4 Directions (not yet in place but recommended
as part of this study).

•

Listed Building Consent (if the building is listed grade I,
II* or II) – for all work

•

Advertisement Consent (see below)

•

Building Regulations Consent – e.g. if widening the
shop front, changing windows or moving a doorway.

•

Highway Projection License - may be needed if you
install a new projecting feature such as a hanging sign
or awning

•

If in doubt always consult with the local authority before
commencing works

7.2

Ideally, a shop front should reflect the character of
the building it stands within – e.g. an ornamental timberframed building should have a more decorative shop front
e.g. featuring leaded glass and carved consoles. A plainer
old building (e.g. brick built) will have a slightly simpler shop
front, but may still feature fluted pilasters and panelling to
the doors and stall riser. Shop fronts of buildings of a
modern character should be kept very simple but should
generally reflect the proportions of their older neighbours.

Donald Insall Associates

A simpler historic building, possibly not originally built as a shop. Detailing to
both the shop front and main building is minimal and neither detracts from the
other.

8.2

The following is a brief guide to Advertisement
Consent:
•

Northwich Shop Front Design Guide – Working Draft November 2014

Applying for Permission

All advertisements require consent either from the local
authority or from the legislation - the display of an
advert without consent is a criminal offence.
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•

•

8.3
•

•

Some adverts relating to the business at the site may
have ‘deemed consent’ from the legislation governing
adverts. For example, many traditional, non-illuminated
fascia signs and hanging signs are likely to have
deemed consent subject to a number of conditions and
limitations such as size.
If an advert meets all the criteria of deemed consent
you will not require express consent.

9.

Components:

9.1

Terms:

Please refer to page 3 for a visual guide to the terms used in
traditional shop front design, with particular reference to
Northwich.

9.2

The shop front surround or frame

An advertisement will need specific consent if it:

•

has any letters, figures, symbols or similar features in
the design over 0.75m (2ft6) in height, or 0.3m (1ft) in
height if they are in an ‘Area of Special Control of
Advertisements’ – this study recommends that this
additional control is implemented in the conservation
area.

The shop front surround or frame traditionally consists
of a cornice at the top, pilasters at each side and a stallriser at the base

•

The cornice and pilasters may be moulded and their
profile will help determine the character of the shopfront.

•

The cornice will often traditionally be used to hide the
blind-box.

has its highest part at more than 4.6m (15ft2”) above
ground-level, or 3.6m (12ft) in any Area of Special
Control of Advertisements;

•

At the top of the pilaster is often a carved feature known
as a console or capital. There are many fine examples
throughout the town. Each pilaster will also have a
distinct base.

Modern shop front with an attempt at traditional detailing, but not appreciating
the quality of the earlier examples – mouldings are ‘stuck on’, panels not
recessed and pilasters are crudely faced in plywood which over time has
warped.

•

has its highest part above the level of the bottom of the
first-floor window in the wall where the advertisement is;

•

is illuminated, unless in the case of doctors surgeries /
pharmacies or if the premises are in any Area of
Special Control of Advertisements,

•

Traditional fascia signs of purpose-built shops usually
will be neatly framed by the cornice and a console or
part of the pilaster either side

•

exceeds in area 10 per cent of the external face of the
building, measured up to a height of 3.6 metres (12ft)
above ground-level.

•

The early configuration of many shop fronts still exist
and the original extent of the sign is identifiable. In this
case, replacement signs should fit within this space.

•

Where signs are missing or are now of poor quality,
guidance should be taken from the proportions of
nearby traditional signs of similar buildings

•

Signage should not obscure windows or architectural
features

•

The majority of traditional signs in the town tilt inwards
towards the road.

9.3

8.4

Additionally, if the business premises is a shop, an
advertisement may be displayed only on an external wall
which has a shop window in it.

Fascia Signs:

Original carved consoles with moulded pilasters and cornices

Donald Insall Associates
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•

Variety in design lettering is important and should be
welcomed.

•

A good quality, well designed, small sign has a greater
impact than a cheaply produced large plastic one.

•

Carefully chosen colours and lettering say a lot about
the nature and purpose of the business, making the
sign more successful than a larger or more complicated
sign.

•

Many of the signs identified as being inappropriate
would require specific consent (which arguably should
not have been granted), as for instance where the sign
exceeds 10% of the building frontage. It is
recommended as part of this study that the local
authority take action where consent clearly should have
been applied for but would not have been given. This
will help prevent further knock-on, uncontrolled
changes.

Bad: Signs misaligned on a pair of shops.

Good: Simple, compact signage, aligned to the window openings, although
would be improved if not projecting and flat within the fascia panel.

Good: a traditional painted sign within the original fascia board and matching
the character of the building. Bad: Over-sized sign, greatly exceeding the
height of adjacent signs, too close to windows and of inappropriate material.

Good: Simple, applied lettering onto a painted fascia

Donald Insall Associates
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Bad: Oversized sign, not respecting the proportions of the much smaller
building to the left or the division between the buildings. The sign is also too
cluttered with text and imagery.
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•

Many shop windows in Northwich have a decorative
arched detail in the top corners of the larger glazed
panes.

•

It may be appropriate to use double glazing in new
shop fronts but consideration should be given to
retaining the same or similar slender glazing details to
those seen in single glazing.

•

Older shopfront windows should not be replaced in
double glazing.

Improved: Sign split into 2 parts, the left hand side respecting the scale of the
building onto which it is positioned and no longer obscures the windows.
Both signs are simplified and have a less shiny surface (e.g. timber, not
plastic)

Above: Sign sitting neatly within original frames fascia panel. Below: Recent
replacement with an additional depth that obscures the moulding and detracts
from the timber detailing.

9.4

Bad: Illuminated sign of an unduly prominent colour. Sign not filling the
fascia area leaving crude plywood panel exposed.

Donald Insall Associates

Glazing and Glazing Bars

•

Areas of glazing are best broken up into smaller panes
divided by slender traditional glazing bars, mullions
(vertical) or transoms (horizontal), as appropriate.

•

The main shop window is often subdivided vertically
with slender timber mullions in the form of traditional
columns.

•

Window framing should be of painted timber in
traditional profiles (unless in a very small number of
cases where thin steel frames are seen)

•

The traditional detail of having a small row of leaded
lights or multi-paned glazing above a larger main
window is to be encouraged (often ventilation in this
position).

Northwich Shop Front Design Guide – Working Draft November 2014

Decorative carved timber details to the column mullions and at the top of the
large glazed panes.
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•

The traditional detail of having glazing above the door
should be followed. This has a number of forms
traditionally – leaded glass, multi-paned with timber
glazing bars or painted glass depicting the shop or
building name – sometimes with ‘hopped’ opening.

•

The traditional detail of setting the door back from the
road should be encouraged.

•

The use of decorative tiling to the floor surface within
recesses should be encouraged. Where older
examples of this exist they should be retained.

•

Where buildings have 2 frontages at right angles,
consideration should be given to the provision of the
main entrance door at the corner at 45˚, as this was
often the traditional arrangement.

•

The durability of the chosen material is important as
they are exposed to standing water or splashes from
downpipes and road salt.

Attractive glazed brick stallriser

Leaded lights

9.5

Doors and Doorways

•

Doors should be of painted timber

•

Doors should be designed to reflect the character of the
rest of the shop-front

•

Doors should generally be panelled, but may
incorporate areas of glazing.
Painted panelled stallriser

9.7
Mosaic tiling within the doorway recess depicting a previous (possibly
original) shop name.

9.6
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Signage elsewhere

•

Old photographs show that larger shops often had
additional signs at first floor level. These were in the
following forms – traditional hanging signs, vertical
signs and painted signs on the side face of the building
where prominent. All the above may be appropriate,
but it is critical that the sign must not be unduly
prominent and block the view of buildings beyond.

Stallrisers

•

It is important to have a base at the bottom of the shopfront – the glazing should not extend to ground level.

•

Stallrisers in Northwich are generally low, but are higher
in a few cases, e.g. in jewellers and banks.

•

It is vital that such signage is of good quality and should
generally be of a traditional, hand-painted variety.

•

They can be simply of painted timber (panelled with
appropriate mouldings) or traditional red brick.

•

New signage painted onto the sides of buildings should
only be permitted when the elevation has been
previously painted and it does not extend over

Northwich Shop Front Design Guide – Working Draft November 2014
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obtrusive, particularly when the colour is carefully
chosen to reduce its impact.

architectural features at it does not permanently cover
over any historic painted sign.
•

Signs must not block building features.

Large sign recently installed blocking the attractive timber framing detail
behind. The sign is also unduly prominent. A hanging sign may have been
more appropriate.

Relatively discreet first floor sign neatly sitting within an un-ornamented area
of render, helping to show the use of the first floor as a restaurant. It is,
however, unnecessary to repeat the sign around the corner and cabling for
the lighting should have been routed internally to avoid cluttering the façade.

9.8

Simple signs with wrought metal brackets.

Security is important as if it is not adequately addressed
the long-term viability of the buildings as shops will be
threatened. However, poor security measures can be
highly detrimental to a shop’s character and the
perception of the high street as a whole.

•

Shop windows should be visible and lit at night –
preferably with low-energy bulbs. This will encourage
the use of the street at night and its perception of
safety. This in turn would be a deterrent to break-ins.

•

•

Donald Insall Associates

Security

•

•

Solid shutters making the street feel hostile. The right-hand picture depicts a
jewellers, which clearly needs a high degree of security and the shape of the
windows would not accommodate internal shutters. An ‘open’ shutter would
have less impact or a solid shutter of a more attractive colour or with a printed
image would be preferable.

Unattractive open shutters despite being behind the glass – in this instance
they would have virtually no impact if installed behind the shop window
display.

Solid shutters make a street feel hostile and are more
likely to attract vandalism.

•

Where security shutters are still deemed necessary,
they should be behind the glass and preferably behind
an attractive window display.

Laminated or toughened glazing will improve security
and will not be significantly different in appearance to
float glass.

•

Traditional painted timber removable shutters are an
acceptable alternative, but consideration needs to be
given to their storage, the appearance of their brackets
etc and their size and weight for lifting.

‘Open’ shutters should always be used in preference to
solid ones. ‘Brick’ patterns shutters are often less

Northwich Shop Front Design Guide – Working Draft November 2014
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9.9

Awnings and Canopies

•

Appropriate awnings or canopies bring a sense of
vitality to the street and should therefore be encouraged
in principle.

•

Awnings or canopies should be of fabric not plastic and
of a simple construction.

•

The flat canopies installed through the town from
around the 1950s are incongruous with the character of
the older buildings and worsen the problems with
pigeon nuisance. These should be removed from
buildings onto which they were not an original design
feature and not introduced into new buildings or shop
fronts.

10. Accessibility
•

All new or substantially altered Shop Fronts should be
designed to be accessible to all users, in particular
those in wheelchairs. The following design
considerations would generally be required:

•

The entrance should be level (or have a building
regulations-compliant ramp – see below)

•

The doorways should have a clear opening of at least
900mm (3ft).

•

For manually opened doors there should be a gap of at
least 300mm (1ft) to the handle side of the door

•

For more guidance, please consult with the local
authority’s Building Control department.

•

It is often the case that the desire to provide full
accessibility may conflict with the need to preserve the
special interest of a historic building. If this is the case,
the local authorities will decide between themselves
which is a priority, therefore early consultation with
them is important.

Good: A simple awning appropriate to the character of the shop front and
giving vitality to the street.
Bad: Highly conspicuous flat canopy installed on an otherwise attractive older
building

9.10
•

Illumination

Signs should not be self -illuminating. Lighting should
be provided by separate fittings, fixed above or below
the sign as appropriate.

•

Lighting should not add bulk to the sign

•

It is important to consider the lighting intensity
compared to other shops nearby.

•

Surface mounted lamps should be of a high quality and
correspond to the design of the shop front.

Recently installed canopy with an unattractive heavy-looking frame. The
installation of the external blind over the first floor window has a particularly
negative impact on the appearance of the building.
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11. Carrying Out Repairs &
Modifications – Key Factors
•

Consider the overall design of the frontage – not just
one element at a time.

•

Consider neighbouring properties.

•

Seek to remove signs, clutter, extraneous wires, etc.

•

Avoid standard or corporate signage where possible.

•

Use good local designers, and craftsmen – builders,
joiners, decorators, sign writers.

•

Commit to regular maintenance and repairs.

•

Consider the impact of your shop front on the street as
a whole – is it a good neighbour?
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